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Magurit Galan 960
Fresh Product Cutting

The meaning of the word Galan in English is “gentle” and describes the way the machine treats 
the product while cutting. The Galan can cut fresh, tumbled, crust frozen, and cooked products 
into slices, strips, and dices without deforming the product— a prefect solution for meat, poultry, 
fish or fruit, and also some dairy products. 

Galan uses a pressure adjustable belt feed system of two parallel belts that continuously feed 
the product towards the blades. Products, such as marinated chicken breast, are not put under 
pressure during slicing while the Galan’s scimitar blades and circular blades utilize pulling cuts 
to allow for extreme precision.

  > Designed for for integration into continuous processing lines
  > Infinitely adjustable conveyor and blade speeds allow for limitless processing options
  > Upper conveyor holds product to prevent it from being pulled through the knives which creates   

     precise, clean cuts 

WAYS THE MAGURIT GALAN 960 MAXIMIZES YOUR ROI

  > Continuously revolving scimitar blade and circular system designed for two dimensional cuts
  > 370 mm wide speed adjustable in-feed belt
  > The width of the first dimension is adjustable from 3 mm up to 130 mm and the minimum 

    distance between the circular knives is 4 mm
  > Upper conveyor that holds product to prevent it from being pulled through the knives

GAME CHANGING STANDARD FEATURES

HIGH VOLUME LINE-INTEGRATED FRESH AND COOKED PRODUCT SLICING
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Virtual Demo

Magurit Galan 960
Fresh Product Cutting

Galan 960

Power 7.5 kW, 400 V, 50 Hz

Cutting area dimensions 610 x 100 x ∞ mm

Cutting 
dimensions

ab/from 4 mm

Air 6 bar, 20 l/min

Weight 1700 kg

Specif ications

Interchangeable
Scimitar blades 
allow for many 
cutting options

Infinitely 
adjustable belt 

and blade speeds 
for maximum 

cutting flexibility

Sloped surfaces, fully opening 
covers and a pneumatic 

tensioning system for the
 conveyor belts ensure quick 

disassembly for cleaning

Outfeed belt allows 
for integration in to 
processing line or 

discharge into 400 
lbs or 600 lbs 

carriages


